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TOKYO: Japan’s central bank chief said on Friday the
country will likely reach its key two-percent inflation
target as oil rates surge, but the bank will continue
monetary easing policies because the price rises are
caused by external factors. The Bank of Japan has
struggled to lift inflation for nearly a decade with the
world’s third-largest economy swinging between peri-
ods of sluggish inflation and deflation, both considered
bad for growth.

“Unlike in the US and Europe, inflation is currently at
around 0.6 percent, and is likely to rise to about two
percent after April,” BoJ governor Haruhiko Kuroda told
reporters following a two-day policy meeting. “Most of
the rise in prices will be caused by increases in interna-
tional commodity supplies, energy, and food import
prices, so naturally it is not necessary or appropriate to
tighten monetary policy.”

The United States Federal Reserve raised its bench-
mark interest rate on Wednesday for the first time since
2018 in a bid to tackle soaring inflation. Kuroda said
consumption in Japan is expected to further recover
from a pandemic dip as the government lifts restrictions-
which mainly require restaurants and bars to limit open-
ing hours-in Tokyo and elsewhere on Monday.

Japan’s core consumer prices, which exclude volatile
fresh food, rose 0.6 percent in February from a year ear-
lier, government data showed Friday. The internal affairs
ministry said the rise was driven by food prices and utili-
ty bills due to a surge in energy costs linked to the
Ukraine crisis.

It met market expectations as the sixth straight
monthly gain, and the sharpest rise since February 2020.
The BoJ’s target of sustained two-percent inflation is
seen as key to spurring healthy economic growth in
Japan. But analysts say that even if the target is hit in the
coming months, it is unlikely to last.

“Once the energy-price shock and deterioration in
terms of trade is gone, prices will decline again,” Shigeto
Nagai of Oxford Economics told AFP ahead of the BoJ
meeting. Excluding energy prices as well as fresh food,
Japan’s consumer prices were down 1.0 percent in
February, the 11th straight monthly fall, the ministry said.

Prices skyrocket
From rice balls to nappies, prices are rising in Japan.

But unlike inflation seen in many other places, the
increases are long-sought but also unlikely to last, ana-
lysts say. Since the 1990s, the country has swung
between periods of sluggish inflation and deflation,
where prices are falling-both considered bad for growth.
The central bank has tried an array of policies including
pushing interest rates to rock-bottom to encourage
spending and reach a two-percent inflation target, seen
as key to boosting prosperity in the world’s third-largest
economy.

It hasn’t worked: in 2021, the price of goods, not
including volatile fresh food, inched down by an average
of 0.2 percent. But pandemic recovery demand, as well

as a surge in oil and other commodities linked to the
Ukraine war, may finally be achieving what the Bank of
Japan couldn’t.

Major Japanese companies have started raising the
price of goods in a previously unthinkable, and some-
times controversial, fashion.

The maker of beloved children’s corn snack Umaibo
was even forced to apologize for the “commotion”
caused by rumors ahead of a price rise amounting to
two US cents, the first increase since its 1979 debut.
Other hikes have also made headlines in a country where
wages and prices have long been stagnant. The increases
have been tough to make, according to Shigeto Nagai of
Oxford Economics.

The so-called lost decades that followed Japan’s
1980s boom have “cemented a deflationary mindset”
among consumers, he told AFP.

“People believe that wages and prices will not grow,”
and so companies fear losing ground to competitors if
they price items higher, he explained. On a narrow,
bustling street in eastern Tokyo, shopkeepers said they
felt squeezed by a pandemic downturn and higher costs
for essentials such as cooking oil, flour and fuel. But
many prefer to absorb extra costs rather than pass them
on. “We have been in business for over 70 years... we are
extremely close to our customers,” said Satoshi Okubo,
whose family shop sells sweets and chewy udon noodles.

“For now, I am swallowing the increased costs,” he
told AFP. “We will only decide to increase our prices
when it becomes absolutely necessary.”

Shrinkflation 
Some companies have instead opted to reduce the

size of products while leaving the price unchanged, a
move dubbed “shrinkflation”. But this risks irritating cus-
tomers like Masayuki Iwasa, 45, who since 2020 has

documented shrinking goods and price increases on his
website “Neage”, which means “price hikes” in Japanese.
“Some companies clearly say what they are doing, and
others don’t. If they announce what they are doing, I
think customers would understand,” he told AFP.

Despite the challenges, prices have been climbing in
Japan since the autumn, albeit at nowhere near the blis-
tering pace seen in Europe or the United States, where
inflation recently hit a 40-year high of 7.9 percent. Core
consumer prices, excluding fresh food, increased by 0.6
percent on-year in February, according to data released
Friday, and some economists predict Japan could reach
its two-percent inflation target in the coming months.

That level is “not sustainable” though, Nagai said,
because it is driven by external factors and intensified by
a weaker yen. One key to achieving longer-lasting price
rises is wage increases, which for decades companies
have kept low in part to avoid hiking the cost of prod-
ucts for consumers.

Jobs once for life and laden with benefits have been
swapped for cheaper part-time roles, often occupied by
women, and even those with lifetime jobs have seen pal-
try pay rises. Prime Minister Fumio Kishida has made
wage increases a central plank of his economic policy,
calling for companies to lift salaries by three percent in
annual spring wage negotiations.

Recent years have produced only marginal increases
as trade unions prioritize job protection, however, and
this year’s first negotiations have been disappointing for
Kishida and the unions. Nagai also warns that unexpect-
ed events such as the wave of the Omicron coronavirus
variant could impact efforts to hike inflation. “We have
been hoping for ‘revenge consumption’ by consumers
(after pandemic restrictions), but many households have
really experienced a sharp deterioration in real dispos-
able income,” he said. — AFP

BoJ says no tightening as 
oil stirs inflation in Japan

Japan’s prices are finally rising, but will it last?

TOKYO: BoJ governor Haruhiko Kuroda speaks to
reporters following a two-day policy meeting.

SHANGHAI: As many Shanghai residents shelter from
COVID at home, a common sight on the megacity’s
suddenly subdued streets is the racing, swerving
scooters of food-delivery riders.

Firms including Meituan, Alibaba-owned Ele.me,
Pinduoduo and Dingdong Maicai are struggling to
keep up with a rush of orders from sequestered citi-
zens in need of groceries and disinfectants.

At a sorting centre in central Shanghai run by
Dingdong Maicai, staff are working overtime to handle
double the demand of a week ago, when the metropo-
lis of 25 million people began battening down the
hatches. Shanghai has so far avoided a citywide lock-
down but authorities have closed school campuses,
sealed off some residential compounds and launched a
rigorous round of mass testing.

Dingdong Maicai has hired 300 additional staff
across the city in recent days, some of them restaurant
workers left idle by closures. China’s hordes of scooter
delivery drivers were hailed as national heroes two
years ago when they kept untold millions fed during
huge lockdowns when the virus first emerged.

The lessons learned from 2020 — and no small
amount of bravado-have helped companies stay on
top of the crush this time around. “We are an iron
army. Whatever artillery fire we face, we react quick-
ly,” said Zhang Yangyang, manager of the bustling yet
tidy Dingdong sorting depot.

Since its initial outbreak faded two years ago, China

has largely kept the virus under control through a
tough zero-COVID strategy. Although its national dai-
ly case number — 4,365 reported Friday-is unremark-
able globally, it represents the country’s worst uptick
in infections since the start of the pandemic. With the
highly transmissible Omicron variant spreading,
authorities have imposed stay-at-home orders or oth-
er restrictions in several cities.

But unclear messaging about their plans has sowed
public confusion, helping to fuel binge-buying and the
resulting burden on business managers like Zhang.

“I don’t have a weekend,” Zhang said. China has
one of the world’s biggest and most developed ready-
meal and grocery delivery sectors. Slick smartphone
apps enable users to place one-click orders from vir-
tually any restaurant or food store within a several-
kilometer radius, with the apps even displaying the
delivery rider’s body temperature. Food runners report
they are currently making up to 100 deliveries a day,
which are often left outside housing complexes to
avoid human contact.

Dingdong Maicai staffer Li Yawu has found himself
suddenly working up to 15 hours a day, after which he
goes home to “soak my feet”. “It would be untrue to
say I wasn’t scared in the beginning,” he said of deliv-
ering to neighborhoods where COVID has taken hold.
“But when you deliver food into a user’s hands and
there is that much gratitude in their eyes... I don’t feel
scared anymore.” — AFP

SHANGHAI: A delivery man delivers an order outside of a locked down neighborhood after the detection of new cases of
COVID-19 in Huangpu district, in Shanghai. — AFP

‘Iron army’ of grocery runners 
feeds Shanghai as COVID hits

Brazil jobless rate 
up slightly but still 
lowest since 2016
BRASILIA: Brazil’s unemployment rate rose
slightly to 11.2 percent for the November-
January quarter, the government reported Friday.
Average incomes dropped 10 percent over the
previous year, it added. The unemployment rate
was slightly lower than the 11.3 percent expected
by analysts consulted by the business daily
Valor, and marks the first rise after nine consec-
utive drops.

Brazil measures unemployment in rolling peri-
ods of three months. The rate for the October-
December quarter stood at 11.1 percent. January’s
figure-published by Brazil’s statistics agency,
IBGE-nonetheless showed a strong improvement
over the same period last year, when the rate was
14.5 percent. While the rate remains relatively
high, it is the lowest level for the November-
January quarter since 2016, when it was at 9.7
percent. Twelve million workers remain jobless in
Latin America’s largest economy. According to
IBGE’s Adriana Beringuy, the decrease in unem-
ployment is largely due to the recovery in retail, a
sector whose number of employees is now higher
than before the pandemic, thanks to a recovery in
consumption.

“The result in this group is relevant and
demonstrates a repeat of the expansion seen in
the second half of last year,” she added. But the
IBGE also found that workers’ average income
continued to fall, with a decline of 9.7 percent
over the past year.

The number of people employed in the under-
ground economy, where work is often intermittent
and precarious, remained very high: 38.5 million
in the November-January quarter, or 40.5 percent
of the workforce. Brazilians’ purchasing power
was also impacted by rising inflation, complicated
by the war in Ukraine. Year-on-year inflation was
10.54 percent for February, with a monthly price
hike of 1.01 percent-the highest since 2015 for
February. Brazil’s GDP grew by 4.6 percent in
2021, after a 3.9 percent drop in 2020 due to the
COVID-19 pandemic. Analysts forecast almost flat
growth in 2022, at only 0.49 percent. — AFP

UK trade benefits 
post Brexit not 
certain, MPs warn
LONDON: Economic benefits to Britain from trade deals
struck following Brexit are “extremely uncertain”, a cross-
party committee of UK lawmakers concluded in a report
published Friday.

The warning by the Public Accounts Committee comes
as Britain next week holds talks with the United States as it
looks to secure a trade deal with the world’s biggest econ-
omy. London has negotiated a host of international trade
deals with other nations since formally leaving the
European Union at the start of last year. However, the com-
mittee cast doubt on the government’s goal of having 80
percent of the UK’s trade covered by free-trade deals by
the end of 2022. A deal with the US would contribute
almost one-quarter of that target, it said. The government
of Prime Minister Boris Johnson was “pursuing a state-by-
state approach to allow the UK to trade more at a state
level with large economies such as California”.

At the same time it called for “clearer and more com-
plete information to parliament and the public to improve
transparency, communications and understanding of trade
agreements”. The report concluded that there “is no guar-
antee that the agreements will deliver actual economic
benefits” unless the Department for International Trade
“provides vital support to help businesses use the agree-
ments, particularly for smaller” ones.

“The Department needs to ensure that its approach to
trade has coherence and that there is sufficient clarity
about how government is making trade-offs across differ-
ent policy areas, such as agriculture, the environment and
human rights,” the Committee added.

US Trade Representative Katherine Tai and Britain’s
International Trade Secretary Anne-Marie Trevelyan will
hold discussions in Baltimore on Monday and Tuesday-
and in the UK in the coming weeks. The dialogues “will
explore how the United States and United Kingdom can
collaborate to advance mutual international trade priorities
rooted in our shared values”, the British government said in
a statement this week. —AFP

GM buying out 
SoftBank’s $2.1bn
stake in Cruise 
self-driving cars
NEW YORK: American automaker General Motors
announced Friday it is acquiring SoftBank’s $2.1 billion
stake in its autonomous car venture Cruise. In addition,
GM will chip in another $1.35 billion investment to
cover a commitment made in 2018 by the Vision Fund
of SoftBank, a Japanese telecom giant.

The Detroit firm has ramped up its investments in
autonomous technology and its build-out of electric
vehicle capacity as it looks to curb emissions and
engage in a technology race with Tesla and other self-
driving ventures. Cruise last month opened a sign-up
page to allow consumers to take a driverless ride.

“Cruise has made self-driving cars a reality and is a
leader on the pathway to commercial autonomous
ridesharing and delivery, creating significant value for
both GM shareholders and Cruise’s minority share-
holders,” GM said in a statement. GM bought Cruise
Automation in 2017, which was spun out as a separate
company in May 2018. GM is the main investor in the
venture, which also is backed by Microsoft, Honda and
Walmart. Late last year, the company announced plans
to boost investment in electric and autonomous vehicle
technology by $7 billion to $27 billion through 2025.
GM chief Mary Barra has said the goal is to have a
“world with zero crashes, zero emissions and zero
congestion.” — AFP

German gas supply 
concerns mount 
for coming winter
BERLIN: Germany, which relies heavily on Russian gas,
has major concerns over securing supplies for next win-
ter and is doing all it can to secure alternatives, Minister
for Economic Affairs Robert Habeck said yesterday. “If
we do not obtain more gas next winter and if deliveries
from Russia were to be cut then we would not have
enough gas to heat all our houses and keep all our
industry going,” warned Habeck.

Supplies are “not yet completely guaranteed,” Green
Party member Habeck told Deutschlandfunk radio. He
added that the government of Europe’s biggest econo-
my was preparing for the possibility of shortages
“which we hope can be avoided.”

Habeck was later Saturday headed for Qatar, one of
the world’s three biggest exporters of liquified natural
gas (LNG), which European states are increasingly
counting on as a means of weaning themselves off
Russian gas in the wake of Moscow’s invasion of

Ukraine. Half of Germany’s LNG imports come from
Russia. Habeck, also minister for climate affairs, has
already recently visited another gas powerhouse
Norway, as well as current top global exporter the
United States. This weekend he is also due to make a
stop in the United Arab Emirates.

Berlin has come in for criticism over its opposition to
an immediate embargo being imposed on Russian ener-
gy supplies as a means of choking off a major source of
Moscow’s foreign earnings.

But Germany believes a boycott could cripple the
German economy and saddle society with huge rises
in energy prices as well as lead to shortages. While
Russia has come under fire for its war in Ukraine,
Habeck conceded in a Friday interview with ARD
television that, where energy policy is concerned, a
moral dimension “does not really exist.” Qatar,
which is to host the World Cup later this year, and
the UAE have both faced international criticism over
human rights.—AFP


